The Best Selling Vehicle Tracker in the World.

T22-SUN solar charger

For more information. Visit www.tramigo.com

Harnessing the power of the sun.

T22-SUN keeps your Tramigo T22 operationall
and charges your battery when vehicle/wall
power is not available.

With T22-SUN, running out of power will no longer
er be a problem when
w
your T22 is installed into vehicles or mobile assets without a power source.
T22-SUN is flexible and easy to attach to any asset allowing your T22 to remain operational in
sleep mode for years without connection to an external power source or worries about draining
your vehicle battery. - Just plug in and enjoy the sun!
T22-SUN is compatible with all Tramigo T22 Series Tracking devices, power supplied varies
depending on the strength of the sunlight.
T22-SUN is perfect for use with:
Trailers, mobile homes and vehicles left idle for long periods.
Machinery or other movable asset without a power source.
Marine vessels without a power source / for long time docking and
any remote area operations where access to vehicle or AC power
is limited.
T22-SUN is connected
Battery charger for T22 portable in outdoor use.
to the T22 unit via USB cable.
Main Features:
Charges T22 battery in 12 hours on sunny days.
Flexible, can be bent around objects.
Easy to install, highly resistant to damage.
Compatible with all T22 Series Tracking Devices.

Output:
Conversion rate:
Width:
Height:
Thickness:

5V DC
1,5 Watt
243 mm
159 mm
1.1 mm

Contact info@tramigo.com or our sales team members to order T22-SUN today!

Tramigo is a company of private capital with its headquarters in Finland and subsidiaries in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe.
Tramigo manufactures cost efficiently personal asset tracking devices that are easy to use, useful for the end-users in everyday life and
economical to use. Tramigo products are globally available. For more information about Tramigo tracking products, please visit
www.tramigo.com and please e-mail info@tramigo.com for distributor and re-seller opportunities.

